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Picosecond charge transport in rutile at high carrier densities studied
by transient terahertz spectroscopy
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We study terahertz photoconductivity of a rutile single crystal between 10 and 300 K under strong
photoexcitation by femtosecond pulses at 266 nm. A marked dependence of the carrier mobility on the carrier
density is observed leading to highly complex transport phenomena on a picosecond time scale. We develop a
general model of carrier photoconductive response in the case of time dependent inhomogeneous distribution of
carrier density and mobility. This allows us to assess an important role of both electrons and holes in the response
of photoexcited rutile. At low temperatures, the carrier mobility is initially reduced due to the electron-hole
scattering and increases by one order of magnitude upon ambipolar diffusion of the carriers into deeper regions
of the sample. At room temperature, contributions of transient hot optical phonons and/or of midinfrared polaron
excitations with charge-density-dependent dielectric strength emerge in the photoconductivity spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION19

Titanium dioxide is an important material finding an20

extremely broad range of applications. Unlike most classic21

semiconductors, the rutile form of TiO2 is characterized by a22

very strong electron-phonon coupling which is responsible for23

the very low carrier mobility [1]. Although titanium dioxide24

nanoparticles are widely used as the electron conductor, e.g.,25

in Grätzel cells [2], charge transport in titanium dioxide is26

still a subject of scientific debates both in its bulk [3,4] and27

nanocrystalline forms [5,6].28

Optical pump-terahertz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy is a29

convenient tool for determining transport properties of charge30

carriers in bulk, thin film, and nanostructured semiconduc-31

tors without the need of attaching electrical contacts to32

the sample. It measures the temporal wave form of the33

electric field E of a probing THz pulse transmitted through34

a sample in unexcited state (reference measurement) and the35

change of the transmitted field �E upon photoexcitation.36

Thanks to the detection of the field in the time domain, the37

Fourier transformation yields both the amplitude and phase38

of the transient transmittance, which subsequently provide the39

real and the imaginary part of the spectral response of pho-40

toexcited charge carriers without Kramers-Kronig analysis.41

The aim of this work is to characterize the response42

function of mobile carriers in (001)-oriented bulk rutile, i.e.,43

to determine their THz dynamic mobility μ(ω) in the ab plane44

with emphasis on their behavior at high carrier densities. We45

study in detail the response of carrier populations with an46

inhomogeneous depth distribution. Compared to previously47

published investigations [4] we include in our study the48

process of carrier diffusion through a high photocarrier density49

gradient and through detecting the carrier response in time. We50

develop a general theoretical description of the carrier response51

involving spatially inhomogeneous carrier density and mobil-52

ity distributions in the sample and their time evolutions. The53

model is then applied to data measured at various pump-probe54

delays and with various excitation densities. This provides an55

in-depth picture of the carrier transport in rutile. Measurements56

at high temperatures reveal a tail of midinfrared polaron 57

excitations. 58

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION 59

It is expected that, in a bulk homogeneous semiconductor, 60

the dynamic mobility of charges (or more precisely, of the 61

corresponding electron and hole polarons in the case of TiO2) 62

follows the Drude formula: 63

μi(ω) = e τi

m∗
i

1

1 − iωτi

, i = e,h, (1)

where e stands for elementary charge and τi is the momentum 64

scattering time of the charge carrier (index i is e for electrons 65

and h for holes). In rutile the charge carrier mass is increased 66

due to the formation of the polaron [3] and, consequently, the 67

polaron effective mass m∗
i is introduced in (1). 68

For bulk samples with a thin photoexcited layer, the 69

measured transient transmittance �E/E in the frequency 70

domain is directly related to the transient sheet conductivity 71

�� as follows [7–9]: 72

− 1

eφ

1 + n(ω)

z0

�E(ω)

E(ω)
= ��(ω)

eφ
= ξμavg(ω), (2)

where φ is the excitation photon fluence entering the sample, 73

n is the complex refractive index of the unexcited sample 74

in the THz range, and z0 is the vacuum wave impedance 75

(this expression is valid in the small signal limit, �E/E 76

� 1). In many semiconductors, the response of carriers of 77

only one type dominate in the photoconductivity and their 78

mobility is independent of their position (depth) in the sample. 79

The middle term in (2), expressing the normalized transient 80

sheet conductivity, then transforms to a simple product of the 81

carrier mobility μavg ≡ μ and of the carrier photoexcitation 82

quantum yield ξ . In a good quality single crystal there is 83

no a priori reason to consider ξ significantly different from 84

1 immediately after photoexcitation; Eq. (2) then provides 85

a direct relationship between the measurable signal and the 86

carrier mobility. 87
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In more complex systems (including multiple types of88

carriers or depth-dependent mobility μ), a single mobility and89

quantum yield become meaningless; the right-hand side of (2)90

can be interpreted as the mobility averaged over all (initially)91

photoexcited carriers and it is practical to set ξ = 1.92

For a strong absorption of the pump pulse, a very inho-93

mogeneous population of free carriers is achieved with a high94

carrier density close to the surface and an order of magnitude95

lower carrier density just a few tens of nanometers below the96

photoexcited surface. Moreover, such a steep carrier density97

profile is expected to vary quite significantly in time due to98

diffusion and recombination of carriers. The electron-hole99

scattering and the carrier scattering on phonons may become100

important in good quality semiconductors. Hendry et al. [4]101

reported that at high excitation densities the Drude scattering102

time in rutile depends on the excitation fluence. It then103

directly follows that the carriers at different depths must104

exhibit different mobilities. Below we develop a theoretical105

framework to understand the exact meaning of the averaged106

mobility μavg in this situation.107

We deal with a homogeneous single crystal sample with a108

very thin photoexcited surface layer (the penetration depth109

of the pump beam is ∼12 nm [10]) with carrier density110

depth-profile Ni(z). The transient sheet conductivity in (2)111

then involves integration of the local transient conductivity112

eμiNi over the sample thickness L and one obtains113

μavg(ω ,t) = 1

φ

∑
i=e,h

∫ L

0
μi[ω ; Ni(z,t)] Ni(z,t) dz. (3)

The time t in (3) describes the transient dynamics of114

the sample, i.e., in the experiment it is the time delay115

between the optical pump and THz probe pulses. The carrier116

mobility depends on time and on depth implicitly, through117

its dependence on the carrier density Ni . Note that with this118

definition the decay of the carrier density is also formally119

involved in the time dependence of μavg(ω,t). In the case of a120

weak excitation, μ is almost independent of N and one trivially121

finds the interpretation: μavg(ω,t) = μe(ω)ξe(t) + μh(ω)ξh(t).122

The parameters ξi(t) represent here the ratio between the123

number of free electrons/holes in the sample at time t and124

the number of excitation photons per pulse, i.e., they describe125

the carrier number decay126

ξi(t) = 1

φ

∫ L

0
Ni(z,t) dz. (4)

The value of ξi(0) defines the initial quantum yield, which in127

our good quality sample is assumed to be 1 as mentioned above.128

At high carrier concentrations, the dependencies μi(ω; Ni) and129

Ni(z,t) must be found to evaluate the integral in (3).130

Hendry et al. [4] proposed two mechanisms to be responsi-131

ble for a change of the carrier mobility with the carrier density:132

carrier-carrier scattering, and scattering of carriers on acoustic133

phonons. In this view the carrier mobility (1) is controlled by134

the density dependent value of the momentum scattering time:135

1

τi(Ni)
= 1

τ0i

+ aNi + bi(Ni)
1/3, (5)

where τ0i stands for the scattering time in the low-density limit,136

the second right-hand-side term describes the electron-hole137

scattering process, which may substantially contribute to a 138

reduced photocurrent at high photocarrier densities, and the 139

last term reflects an enhanced scattering of carriers on acoustic 140

phonons. This is related to an increase of the carrier Fermi 141

velocity ∝N1/3 due to the band filling at high carrier densities. 142

Since the carrier mean free path between collisions on acoustic 143

phonons is constant at a given temperature T [11], the constants 144

bi can be estimated from parameters of carrier transport at low 145

densities (cf. Eq. (2) and footnote 24 in [4]). 146

The optical excitation pulse is shorter than 50 fs in our 147

setup, therefore we can assume that the carriers are generated 148

instantaneously at time t = 0. Their initial density profile in the 149

sample is exponential owing to the Lambert-Beer absorption 150

law: 151

Ni(z,0) = αφ exp(−αz) , (6)

where α is the optical absorption coefficient of the sample at 152

the wavelength of the pump pulse. On a longer time scale the 153

carrier density depth profile Ni(z) may be strongly influenced 154

by diffusion and recombination of carriers. The space-time 155

evolution of the carrier density is then given by a pair of 156

diffusion equations for electrons and holes: 157

∂Ni(z,t)

∂t
= DA

∂2Ni(z,t)

∂z2
− B Ne(z,t)Nh(z,t),

i = e,h, (7)

with the initial conditions given by (6). The last right-hand- 158

side term describes bimolecular carrier recombination with a 159

rate constant B. There are no signatures of carrier trapping at 160

investigated times (�600 ps) after photogeneration. DA is the 161

ambipolar diffusion coefficient 162

DA = Deμh + Dhμe

μe + μh

, (8)

which forces diffusion of both electrons and holes to occur with 163

the same rate because the electrostatic interaction between 164

them prevents the more mobile carrier type from diffusing 165

away from the less mobile one. It follows that densities 166

remain the same for electrons and holes: N (t,z) ≡ Ne(t,z) = 167

Nh(t,z), t � 600 ps. Similar diffusion equations have been 168

solved in the case of ultrafast carrier dynamics in ion irradiated 169

InP [12] and In0.53Ga0.47As [13] in order to take into account 170

the carrier diffusion on the time scale of tens to hundreds of 171

picosecond. 172

Diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes are connected 173

to their dc mobilities through the Einstein equation 174

De,h = μe,hkBT

e
, (9)

where T is temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Thus, 175

to develop a completely consistent model, we need to consider 176

that the diffusion coefficient in (7) depends on the density 177

of carriers through the scattering times as defined by (5). The 178

coefficient a describing the electron-hole scattering in (5) must 179

be the same for both types of charge carriers. On the other 180

hand, the scattering on acoustic phonons described by the 181

coefficients bi may in principle differ for electrons and holes, 182
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due to their different masses, and we can write183

1

DA(N )
= 1

2kBT

[(
m∗

e

τ0e

+ m∗
h

τ0h

)
+ a(m∗

e + m∗
h)N

+ (bem
∗
e + bhm

∗
h)N1/3

]
, (10)

where N is the density of either carrier type.184

This defines our plasma diffusion model. A numerical185

solution of the system of diffusion equations (7) with the186

diffusion coefficient (10) permits evaluation of the integral (3)187

where the mobilities μi defined by (1) depend on N through188

momentum scattering times τi following (5). The integrated189

mobility spectra evaluated at given probing times t with given190

excitation fluences φ can then be compared to a set of experi-191

mental spectra measured at corresponding pump-probe delays192

and fluences. The input parameters (carrier effective masses193

m∗
i , low-density scattering times τ0i , electron-hole scattering194

rate a, carrier-phonon scattering rates bi , and bimolecular195

recombination rate B) are then iteratively changed to obtain196

the best global fit of all experimental spectra at the same time.197

The averaged mobility μavg defined by (2) is considered198

as an experimental spectrum in this paper and reflects both199

the evolution of the mobility spectra and the carrier density200

decay. It is analogous to the normalized transmission function201

�Tnorm introduced in [9,14]: these two quantities differ just by202

a multiplication factor,203

�Tnorm = 2

1 + n
μavg. (11)

III. EXPERIMENT204

The experiments were performed in a usual setup for the205

optical pump-THz probe spectroscopy driven by a Ti:sapphire206

femtosecond laser amplifier (Spitfire ACE, central wavelength207

800 nm, 1 mJ pulse energy, 5 kHz repetition rate, <50 fs208

pulse length) [15]. One part of the laser beam was used for the209

generation of probing THz pulses using optical rectification in210

a 1 mm thick (110)-oriented ZnTe crystal. Another part of the211

laser beam was used for detection of the THz pulses through212

electro-optic sampling in another ZnTe crystal. The whole THz213

part of the experiment was enclosed in a box allowing us to214

achieve primary vacuum in order to avoid THz absorption on215

water vapor.216

The third part of the laser beam was frequency tripled to217

266 nm (4.66 eV) and defocused to generate photocarriers218

homogeneously across the sample surface (less than 28%219

of the pump beam power was transmitted through a 3 mm220

aperture serving as the sample holder). The photon fluence φinc221

incident on the sample front surface was varied by using an UV222

polarizing attenuator and carefully determined: the excitation223

photon fluence was calculated as φ = φinc(1 − R) and its val-224

ues ranged from 2 × 1013 to 2.5 × 1014 photons/cm2 at room225

temperature and from 2 × 1012 to 1.6 × 1014 photons/cm2
226

with the cryostat; the initial photocarrier density at the sample227

surface then equals N = αφ (α = 85 μm−1; R = 0.354 is the228

sample front surface optical reflectance at 266 nm [10]).229

The sample, a 0.26 mm thick 10 × 6 mm2 large c-cut rutile230

single crystal, was placed in an optical cryostat (Oxford,231

Optistat) with a pair of sapphire input windows (transparent232

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary part of measured complex refractive
index of rutile without photoexcitation (electric field perpendicular
to the c axis).

for both optical pump and THz probe pulses) and a pair 233

of thin Mylar output windows (transparent for THz probe 234

pulses). Room temperature measurements were carried out 235

without the cryostat. The transient THz conductivity spectra 236

were measured at temperatures of 10, 70, 180, and 300 K 237

under various excitation fluences and at several pump-probe 238

delays. The measurements of the transient spectra at the lowest 239

excitation densities took about 2 h at 10 K and more than 15 h 240

at room temperature. 241

Alternatively, pump-probe scans (transient dynamics) were 242

also measured: the negative maximum of the transient THz 243

wave form �Emax was found for the pump-probe delay 244

t = 10 ps and, subsequently, the pump-probe delay scan was 245

performed for this position on the wave form. The maximum 246

amplitude of the reference wave form Emax (with the pump 247

beam off) served for the signal normalization. 248

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 249

The complex equilibrium refractive index n of the sample 250

in the THz range was first measured (see Fig. 1) in order to 251

allow calculation of μavg from the raw experimental data �E/E 252

using Eq. (2). At higher temperatures we observe a dispersion 253

and an absorption tail of the lowest-frequency polar phonon at 254

183 cm−1 [16]; the phonon damping progressively decreases 255

as the temperature is lowered. 256

In Fig. 2 we plot examples of transient wave forms used 257

for evaluation of μavg spectra. The ringing in the reference 258

wave form measured at 10 K is due to a chirp induced 259

upon the pulse propagation in the dispersive sample; the 260

oscillations are attenuated at higher temperatures due to a 261

stronger absorption (cf. Fig. 1). The phase shift of the room 262

temperature transient wave form is π which means that the real 263

part of the conductivity dominates (i.e., the conduction band 264

electrons cause mainly absorption of the THz wave and their 265

momentum scattering time is short). In contrast, the wave form 266

at 10 K exhibits a phase shift between 2π/3 and π/2; this is 267

related to a significant imaginary part of the photoconductivity 268

(dispersion, long momentum scattering time). 269
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FIG. 2. Examples of measured wave forms. Black lines: reference
wave forms (pump beam off), red lines: transient wave forms
(magnified). T = 10 K : φ = 6 × 1012 photons/cm2, t = 11 ps, 25
min data accumulation; T = 300 K : φ = 2 × 1013 photons/cm2, t =
10 ps, 15 h data accumulation.

A. Transport at low temperatures270

The transient dynamics were measured at 10 and 70 K271

at the highest excitation fluence available with cryostat (see272

Fig. 3). We observe a nanosecond decay preceded by an273

unusually long build-up of the transient response on a hundred274

picosecond time scale. Our hypothesis is that this behavior is275

related to a low initial mobility of carriers due to their high276

concentration in agreement with (5). At longer pump-probe277

delays, the density of carriers is reduced due to their diffusion278

and recombination. We thus observe a competition between279

the transient conductivity growth and decay due to an increase280

of the carrier mobility and a decrease of the free carrier281

number, respectively. This effect is much more pronounced282

FIG. 3. Transient dynamics in rutile excited with fluence φ =
1.6 × 1014 photons/cm2. Symbols: Measured dynamics of transient
THz response at 10 K (squares) and 70 K (crosses). The lines serve as
guides to the eye. The arrows indicate time delays corresponding to
transient spectra investigated at the highest excitation density within
the general plasma diffusion model. Note that the horizontal axis is
shifted in order to include the time of the excitation event (at 1 ps in
the plot).

FIG. 4. Momentum scattering times obtained by fits of individual
transient spectra with the single-component Drude model. Spectra
were measured 9–11 ps after photoexcitation. *The data at 30 K are
taken from [4]. Inset: (symbols) THz mobility spectrum at 70 K,
t = 10 ps, at a moderate excitation fluence (1.8 × 1013 cm−2); (lines)
a fit with the single-component Drude formula.

at 10 K: the signal rises by 20% between 6 and 100 ps; at 70 K 283

nearly a flat curve is observed between 6 and 100 ps (Fig. 3). 284

We will analyze the measured spectra and dynamics on two 285

different levels. First we use a single-component Drude model 286

for fitting of individual spectra of μavg at various temperatures 287

and excitation fluences; this allows us to compare our data 288

directly with previous works. Subsequently, we apply a general 289

plasma-diffusion model to perform a global fit of a set of 23 290

spectra of μavg at 10 K (data measured at various pump-probe 291

delays and at various excitation fluences). This approach 292

allows us to draw quantitative conclusions on electron and 293

hole transport. 294

1. Single-component Drude model 295

The spectra μavg were first fitted directly with the simple 296

Drude model (1) assuming one dominant carrier type with 297

the purpose to compare our fluence-dependent experimental 298

data to those obtained by Hendry et al. [4]. The momentum 299

scattering times retrieved from these fits for various tem- 300

peratures and excitation fluences obtained at a short time 301

after photoexcitation are shown in Fig. 4. An example of 302

the spectrum and of the fit for a low excitation fluence at 303

70 K is displayed as an inset of this figure. A very good 304

correspondence between our results and those published in [4] 305

is found indicating that samples with very similar quality were 306

used in these two studies. As shown in [4], the observed 307

increase of the scattering rate with increasing excitation 308

fluence is consistent with (5). The carrier transport parameters 309

of [4] are shown in the first row of Table I. A decrease of 310

the scattering time with increasing temperature, also clearly 311

seen in Fig. 4, quantitatively agrees with the previous study of 312

polaron motion in rutile [3]. As pointed out above, evolution of 313

the response of carrier population in time is quite complex and 314
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TABLE I. Coefficients characterizing the carrier transport and decay as obtained from transient THz measurements. Indices Lt and Hv
denote, respectively, the lighter and heavier of the electron and hole polarons. In [4] (first row of the table) electrons were considered as a
much more mobile carrier type. Our results—global fits of the measured mobility spectra (with variable pump-probe delay and excitation
fluence)—are shown in rows 2 and 3. The parameters in the second row were obtained from our data under an additional assumption of the
same properties of electron and hole polarons. Note that b is negligible for both electrons and holes in our fits. The error values are standard
deviations provided by the fit.

mLt
∗(m0) mHv

∗(m0) τ0Lt (fs) τ0Hv (fs) a(10−20 cm3/ps) be,h(103 m/s) B(10−23 cm3/ps)

From [4] 6 – ∼600 – 0–2.3 be = 4–8 –
μe = μh 10.8 ± 0.1 690 ± 20 6.1 ± 0.3 0 ± 0.01 6.1 ± 0.4
μe �= μh 7.5 ± 0.5 12 ± 1 280 ± 20 �10 ps 6.7 ± 0.2 0 ± 2 6.3 ± 0.3

an attempt to perform simple Drude fits of spectra measured315

at longer pump-probe delays (such spectra were not measured316

in [4]) leads to a complicated behavior of the parameters and317

does not provide a deeper insight into the processes in rutile. In318

order to interpret these experimental spectra, a more complex319

model is considered below.320

2. General plasma diffusion model321

We start from the hypothesis of a competition between322

two processes: increase of the mobility of inhomogeneously323

distributed carriers due to the diffusion on the one hand, and324

decrease of the carrier number due to their recombination on325

the other hand. In order to check semiquantitatively, that it is326

a very pertinent hypothesis, we first set up a two-component327

Drude model describing a coexistence of a dense and a less328

dense plasma in the sample. This model provides a very329

useful insight into the observed carrier dynamics and fitting330

of the spectra with this still relatively simple model provides331

clear justification of the proposed picture of the carrier trans-332

port. This model is presented in the Supplemental Material333

(Sec. 1) [17].334

Quantitative conclusions on the carrier transport are ob-335

tained from the general plasma diffusion model introduced336

in the theoretical section above. It was applied to the data337

measured at 10 K where effects of the diffusion are most338

pronounced: eleven spectra measured at the maximum fluence339

of 1.6 × 1014 photons/cm2 for pump-probe delays between 340

9 and 600 ps indicated by arrows in Fig. 3; eight spectra 341

measured at a lower fluence of 1.3 × 1014 photons/cm2 be- 342

tween 11 and 600 ps; four spectra at t = 10 ps at further 343

decreased fluences of 5.4 × 1013, 1.8 × 1013, 5.9 × 1012, and 344

2.0 × 1012 photons/cm2. 345

This ensemble of 23 complex transient THz spectra μavg(ω) 346

was fitted over the frequency interval 0.19–1.9 THz with a 347

single set of eight fitting parameters which define the model. 348

The model is quite complicated and the influence of individual 349

parameters on the mobility spectra is not straightforward; 350

also, correlations between some parameters may be a priori 351

expected. For this reason, we present a deeper technical 352

discussion of the fitting in the Supplemental Material [17]. 353

Several examples of experimental spectra and their fits are 354

shown in Fig. 5. The converged parameters of the fits are 355

summarized in Table I. 356

3. Analysis 357

The signal measured by transient THz spectroscopy reflects 358

the total photoconductivity of the sample. In this study, 359

based on the detailed analysis of the carrier diffusion and 360

scattering in the high and low carrier density regimes, we 361

aim to disentangle the contribution of electrons and holes. 362

However, THz spectroscopy cannot specifically discriminate 363

between the photocurrents generated by positive and negative 364

FIG. 5. Transient THz spectra μavg(ω) at 10 K at selected pump-probe delays t (indicated) at the highest fluence φ = 1.6 ×
1014 photons/cm2. Symbols: Experimental data. Full black lines: Global fit with the general plasma diffusion model and its decomposition
into contributions of electron and hole polarons (blue dash-and-dot lines: contribution of the lighter of the two polarons; red dashed lines:
contribution of the heavier polaron).
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charge carriers; the fits of the data allow us to distinguish365

only between the contributions of lighter and heavier carriers366

(polarons) of the two types. Concerning the attribution of367

effective masses to electron and hole polarons in rutile the368

currently available data do not provide an unambiguous369

answer. In some older works it has been argued that the370

effective mass of holes is much smaller than the effective371

mass of electrons (mh
∗ < m0,me

∗ � m0) [18,19], where m0372

is the electron rest mass. Later on, it was shown by transient373

diffraction grating experiments [20] that the effective mass374

of the hole polarons in TiO2 single crystals is mh
∗ > 3m0.375

The value of effective mass of electron polarons was then376

frequently reported to be in the range of me
∗ ≈ (5–13)m0 as377

summarized in [21,22]. It is also interesting to note that the378

effective electron mass as inferred from experiments seems to379

be larger than the effective hole mass in the anatase form380

of TiO2 [21,22]. Recent first-principle calculations within381

the local density approximation [23] and taking into account382

various corrections [24] determine the band structure of rutile383

and predict the band mass of electrons and holes and their384

anisotropy. The Fröhlich electron-phonon coupling theory385

then provides the electron and hole polaron effective masses386

in the ab plane of 2.4m0 and 8m0, respectively [24], i.e.,387

the hole polaron being heavier. Previously, Glassford and388

Chelikowsky [25] found very similar band masses of the389

charge carriers in rutile; however, a follow-up study, carried390

out by Hendry et al. [3] within the Feynman polaron theory,391

determines the electron polaron mass in the ab plane to be as392

high as 15m0.393

The large scatter of the literature values of polaron effective394

masses may be caused by the variable quality of the crystals or395

films used in various experiments (namely oxygen vacancies396

in TiO2 may strongly influence the polarization of the lattice397

and, consequently, alter the electron-phonon coupling leading398

to the polaron effect), by the anisotropic character of the399

compound and by the complexity of the carrier-phonon system.400

Our findings below confirm that polarons of both polarities401

significantly contribute to the measured transient THz spectra402

and to their evolution in time. As, based on the available403

literature, we are not able to attribute unambiguously the404

lighter of the two polarons to electrons or holes, we will rather405

refer, in the following discussion, to the “lighter” polaron406

(index Lt) and the “heavier” polaron (index Hv) instead of407

hole and electron polarons. We always keep in mind that these408

two polarons are related to opposite charges.409

In some fits we assumed that the electron and hole polarons410

possess very similar properties. In this case effective masses411

and scattering times were set equal in the fitting procedure.412

This fit allows us to decrease the number of independent413

fitting parameters to 5. Based on all our fits (see Supplemental414

Material for further details on all examined variants of the fit415

[17]), we can draw the following partial conclusions.416

(i) Our data are clearly not compatible with the assumption417

μLt � μHv (where mLt
∗ 	 mHv

∗) and the contribution of both418

electrons and holes to the photoconductivity is significant. On419

the other hand, the data are compatible with the assumption420

μLt ≈ μHv; more precisely, the fits indicate that the masses421

of the two polarons are in the range of 7–13 with the lighter422

polaron tending to the lower part of this range and the heavier423

polaron being in its upper part.424

FIG. 6. (a) Calculated carrier density profiles inside the sample
for selected pump-probe delays and fluences; colored lines: exci-
tation fluence of 1.6 × 1014 photons/cm2, the pump-probe delay is
increased along the arrow (values are provided in the legend); black
lines: pump-probe delay 10 ps, the excitation fluence is decreased
along the arrow (values: 5.4 × 1013, 1.8 × 1013, 5.9 × 1012, 2.0 ×
1012 photons/cm2). (b) Carrier density dependence of the momentum
scattering time estimated from (5) and values in Table I.

(ii) The dominant scattering mechanism at high pho- 425

tocarrier densities is electron-hole scattering (a ≈ 6 × 426

10−20 cm3/ps). The carrier-phonon scattering is not observed 427

in our sample at 10 K and can make a significant contribution 428

only in doped samples with a single type of carriers where 429

the carrier-carrier scattering does not influence the charge 430

transport. 431

(iii) The bimolecular recombination coefficient is B ≈ 6 × 432

10−23 cm3/ps. 433

(iv) The lighter polaron tends to have about one order 434

of magnitude shorter scattering time than the heavier one. 435

This implies that the dc conductivity is carried rather by 436

the heavier polarons as also observed in Fig. 5 where the 437

signal decomposition into contributions of lighter and heavier 438

polarons is shown [contribution of heavier polarons to μavg(ω) 439

dominates at low frequencies]. The low-density mobility of the 440

lighter polaron at 10 K is estimated to be 60–120 cm2 V−1 s−1. 441

However, this last conclusion must be taken with caution as 442

the fit probably underestimates the low-density scattering rate 443

of the heavier polaron (the fit is insensitive to the value of τ0Hv 444

when it rises above several picoseconds). 445

Figure 6(a) shows the time evolution of the calculated 446

carrier density profile at the highest excitation fluence cor- 447

responding to the best fit with the general plasma-diffusion 448

model. The carrier density at the surface decreases by an order 449

of magnitude during the initial 600 ps and the spatial width of 450

the density distribution substantially broadens. In Fig. 6(b) we 451

plot the dependence of the calculated momentum scattering 452

times on the carrier density as it results from the fits. 453

B. Transient phonon response at room temperature 454

At room temperature the averaged mobility μavg(ω) drops 455

to 2 cm2 V−1 s−1, cf. Fig. 7(a). Such a weak response made it 456

impossible to decrease the excitation fluence as low as in mea- 457

surements at cryogenic temperatures. We observe that upon 458

increasing the excitation density [Figs. 7(a)–7(c)] the real part 459

exhibits a small decrease of its value. This is consistent with 460

the density dependent electron-hole scattering (5) observed at 461

cryogenic temperatures. However, the slope of the imaginary 462
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FIG. 7. Room temperature transient THz spectra μavg(ω) at (a) low, (b) medium, and (c) maximum excitation fluences (indicated in the
plots) at 266 nm, measured 10 ps after photoexcitation. Symbols: data, full red lines: linear fit of Im[μavg(ω)] with (12). (d) Positive contribution
to the permittivity related to the slope change of the mobility spectra versus excitation fluence.

part of μavg(ω) flips gradually from positive to negative values.463

The increased scattering rate of free carriers by itself (5) may464

only lead to a decrease of the imaginary part of the mobility (1)465

to lower positive values. This indicates that on top of the466

carrier conductivity, an additional response emerges due to467

some other kind of bound polar excitations, which are sensitive468

to the pump fluence. Such an observation is enabled namely469

by the fact that carriers in TiO2 exhibit such an extremely low470

mobility at high temperatures, and the additional localized471

response in the spectrum is thus not hidden in their Drude472

conductivity peak.473

The observed approximately linear slope of the imaginary474

part of μavg(ω) corresponds to a constant contribution to the475

transient real permittivity �ε that was determined by a linear476

fit [red solid lines in Figs. 7(a)–7(c)]477

Im[μavg(ω)] = −ε0(�εDrude + �ε)
ω

eαφ
(12)

of nine spectra measured at different pump fluences. We478

assume that at the lowest available charge carrier density,479

any additional localized response can be neglected (�ε = 0)480

and the initial positive slope of ∼0.3 cm2 V−1 s−1 per 1 THz481

[Fig. 7(a)] at the lowest available charge carrier density482

corresponds solely to the Drude response of mobile polarons483

with an average scattering time of about 20–30 fs (�εDrude ≈484

−1.6). We observe in Fig. 7(d) that �ε makes a substantial485

contribution to equilibrium properties (cf. Fig. 1) at high486

photocarrier densities. Below we propose several phenomena487

that we find relevant to the observed dependence of the488

dielectric strength: effects of hot phonon modes and polaron-489

polaron interaction.490

The pump photon energy of 4.7 eV exceeds the carrier band491

gap by 1.5 eV; this excess energy of photocarriers is rapidly492

transferred to the lattice, i.e., a nonequilibrium population of493

optical and acoustic phonons is generated in the excited layer494

of the sample. The equilibrium parameters (eigenfrequency �495

and oscillator strength) of certain phonon modes can be altered496

under these conditions due to their anharmonic character.497

Pashkin et al. [26] directly observed characteristic spectral498

signatures of hot polar phonon population induced by optical499

pumping of a high-temperature superconductor in the fre-500

quency range above 8 THz. Here we are probing at much lower501

frequencies, which means that we sense a transient change of502

the static permittivity of some high-frequency phonon modes. 503

The related spectral changes in the real THz permittivity 504

(or imaginary conductivity) are predominantly due to the 505

change of the phonon eigenfrequency ��(φ) in an anharmonic 506

potential; indeed the Lydane-Sachs-Teller relations require 507

�ε ∝–�� [27]. The changes in the losses (real part of the 508

conductivity) are expected to be much smaller. Rutile exhibits 509

incipient ferroelectric trends [28] accompanied by softening 510

upon cooling of A2u (172 cm−1 at room temperature) and Eu 511

(189 cm−1 at room temperature) polar phonons [29]. It is then 512

expected that the transient contribution to the permittivity of 513

these two modes due to a lattice heating would be negative. 514

Nevertheless, our experiments do not allow us to determine 515

to which extent these or other phonon modes are involved 516

in the carrier thermalization and cooling and what is their 517

out-of-equilibrium contribution. 518

The observed contribution to the transient permittivity 519

can be also ascribed to the polaronic character of mobile 520

charge carriers in rutile. The slow itinerant polaron motion is 521

characterized by the Drude-like response at THz frequencies 522

as observed in our experiments. Internal degrees of freedom 523

of medium or large polarons, i.e., the hydrogenlike spectrum 524

reflecting the quasiparticle excitation or ionization, appear in 525

the mid- or near-infrared spectral range [30] and contribute to 526

the polarization in the THz region. 527

Recently, an absorption peak in rutile has been observed 528

at 115 meV and assigned to the intrinsic absorption in 529

polaron trap states [31]. Using DFT calculations, these authors 530

determined the ionization energy and the Bohr radius of the 531

hydrogenlike potential in which the electron moves (Eion = 532

0.38 eV, aB ≈ 4–5 Å). For an order-of-magnitude estimation 533

of the strength of the polaron ionization response at THz 534

frequencies, we consider only the lowest (1s → 2p) hydrogen- 535

like transition, which provides the dominant contribution to the 536

permittivity. The corresponding polaronic dielectric strength 537

is calculated using the Fermi’s golden rule: 538

εpol(ω) = 1

ε0

4Ne2

E2p − E1s − �ω − iγ
|〈1s|z|2p〉|2

≈ αφe2

ε0Eion
2.2a2

B. (13)
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The order-of-magnitude estimate for the lowest excitation539

fluence (2 × 1017 photons/cm2) from this formula is εpol ≈540

0.4; this contribution is added to the background permittivity541

of the material εbkg formally defined as a low-frequency542

permittivity with the polaronic effect subtracted (εbkg ≈ 90, cf.543

Fig. 1). Following (13), an increase of the photon excitation544

fluence φ leads to an increase of εpol. However, at high carrier545

densities, this increase of the material permittivity induces a546

polaron softening (decrease of the ionization energy and of547

the energy of polaronic transitions) and an increase of its tran-548

sition dipole moment. Indeed, in the hydrogen-atom model,549

the energies of the intrapolaronic transitions are inversely550

proportional to the square of the surrounding permittivity:551

Eion ∝ (εbkg + εpol)−2, and the Bohr radius scales with this per-552

mittivity: aB ∝ (εbkg + εpol). In other words, polarons “feel”553

each other through their contribution to the permittivity of554

the lattice. Equation (13) then represents a nonlinear equation555

for εpol due to the polaron-polaron interaction and the effect556

of the high carrier density can become very significant. For557

example, solution of this nonlinear equation yields εpol ≈ 20558

at the excitation fluence of 5 × 1018 photons/cm2. This is, of559

course, a very crude reasoning; however, it shows that the sign560

and the order of magnitude of the expected effect is the one561

that we have experimentally observed.562

Based on the current experimental results we are unable563

to draw more quantitative conclusions. It would be extremely564

useful to perform a similar pump-probe study using a probing565

pulse in the multi-THz frequency range, where the transient566

contributions of the phonon modes and of the polarons can567

be directly spectrally resolved and the origin of the transient568

permittivity could be assigned.569

V. CONCLUSION570

Charge transport in (001)-oriented rutile was investigated in571

detail using time-resolved THz spectroscopy at temperatures572

between 10 and 300 K. Photoexcitation by femtosecond pulses573

at 266 nm gives rise to a highly inhomogeneous carrier density574

in the vicinity of the surface. The data can be fitted with a 575

simple Drude response at low excitation fluences (both at low 576

and at high temperatures). However, experiments at higher 577

fluences reveal a very complex underlying behavior. 578

At low temperatures this stems from the fact that electron- 579

hole scattering strongly influences the carrier mobility close to 580

the photoexcited surface. Moreover, the carrier concentration 581

close to the surface decreases on a tens of picosecond time scale 582

due to ambipolar diffusion of carriers towards the bulk of the 583

crystal and, in turn, the average carrier mobility increases. 584

We developed a general plasma diffusion model relating all 585

these phenomena to the evolution of measured transient THz 586

conductivity during the first nanosecond. This allowed us to 587

quantify the carrier scattering, recombination, and ambipolar 588

diffusion at low temperatures, and to assess the role of the 589

electron-hole scattering and of the mobility of electrons and 590

holes in the charge transport. 591

Finally, at room temperature a competition between the 592

polaron itinerant Drude-like motion, hot phonon contribution, 593

and polaron internal degrees of freedom is observed. The 594

measured transient modulation of the permittivity due to 595

the nonequilibrium phonon and polaron population is very 596

strong (up to �ε = 50). Optical pump–multi-THz probe 597

experiments may be very useful to elucidate which phonon 598

modes contribute the most to the transient permittivity and 599

whether the polaronic ionization effect plays an important 600

role in this interaction. The motivation is even stronger if 601

we consider the incipient ferroelectric character of TiO2 and 602

that our results show the possibility to observe the tuning 603

of the dielectric constant by means of optical excitation and 604

carrier-phonon coupling. 605
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